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factured by the Manchester Water Meter Company, Man
chester. In this apparatus the tumbling weight is dispensed 
with, the valve which regulates the action of the main piston 
being worked by a small piston in a supplementary cy lin
der, the position of wllich is con trolled by a small slide mov
ed by the main piston rod, the whole device being similar to 
what is generally adopted for the working of non-rotating 
steam or hydraulic engines. In the section the piston is 
shown in the middle of its upward stroke, the small valve, 
A, which is worked directly bYithe main piston rod, being 
in its lowest position, so admitting water to the hack of the 
small pil<ton, C, wllich moves the main v alve, E, so that the 
lower side of the piston, F, is opt.ned to the supply, while 
the upper side is placed in comm unication with the outlet. 
When the piston approaches the top of its stroke the valve, 
A, is moved by a projection in the piston rod, so as to re
verse the pressure on the small piston, C, and causes it to 
travel to tile other end of its stroke, carrying with it the 
main valve, E, and so admitting the supply above the main 
piston and allowing the water to exhaust from the under 
side. The index gear is worked by a catch attached to the 
main piston rod. which is carried up and down against the 
motion plate, I, and brought into contact with a ratchet 
wheel connected with gearing outside. The cylinder is of 
iron lined with brass, and the piston is packed with cup 
leathers. These meters are compact alld durable, and work 
with very little noise. In respect to maintenance, the 
makers state that the first meter of this cunstruction has 
been at work over eight years, and is still in constam use 
and perfect working order, though no cost has been i ncul'l'ed 
for repairs. All the working parts are of gun metal. 

THE DOHMEN-LEBLANC FRICTION CLUTCH. 

IN every mechanical installation there too often happen 
such accidents as the heating of bearings and slipping of 

simple, practical, and very efficient in order that it may 
come quickly into general upe. 

Among the re3earches made in this direction, those of Mr. 
Dohmen-Leblanc are particularly remarkable, and have re
sulted in the production of a clutch that gives every gua
rantee of facilitating tile work and making the workmen 
secure against accident. This apparatus may be applied not 
only to horizontal shafts placed end to end, but also to pul
leys, and to straight or conical gearings, in order to render 
them fast or loose at will. 

Figs. 1 and 2 show in perspective and section the differ
ent parts that compose this apparatus, applied to the junc
tion of two shafts, one of which may become independent 
at a given moment. Upon the shaft, A, is keyed a movable 
sleeve, C, that carries a channel into which passes the fork 
of a disengaging gear. Four flexible, bent strips of steel 
connect this sleeve with the segments of the friction wheel, 
F, and these segments are guided in the hollow arms of the 
disk, G, which is likewise keyed to the shaft, A. It will be 
seen that the coupling is effected by means of the pulley, S, 
fixed upon the axle, B. When the Rleeve, C. is separated 
from the intermediate disk, G, there is no contact between 
the segments and the internal sUl 'face of the fell!, S; but, if 
the sleeve be pushed from left to right, the spnngs, E, will 
bear against the disk. G, and straighten out sufficiently to 
force the friction blocks to come intI) contact with the pul
ley, S. Owing to the elasticity of the steel springs, it is easy 
to gradua.Uy exert more and more pressure, so that the coup
ling is effected without a shock. This clutch can be set in 
action as well dUl'ing revolution as in a state of rest. It gives 
rise to no lateral thrust against the shafts, and it remains in 
gear of itself without there being any necessity of holding 
the maneuvering level' by a special attachment. Still, for 
high powers, it is well to adopt.a peculiar arrangement that 
we shall describe further along. In all cases a relatively 
slight stress suffices to throw the shaftings into and out of 
gear. 

When it is a question of transmitting considerable power, 
the brake blocks and rho carry V-shaped grooves, as 
shown in Fig. 4. The adherence is thus rendered g�eater 
hy the wedging ,of the surfaces in contact. 'rhis arrange
ment permits of COllstructing very powerful clutches of 
small dimensions. 

This system is adapted to applications that are as nume
rous as varied. Instead of serving to run two shafts placed 
end to end, it may, for example, be arranged in the interior 
of an ordinary pulley, which becomes fast or loose at will 
upon a continuous line of shafting. The same arrangement 
is applicable in the case of a many-channeled pulley in use 
where cables are employed for transmission. Finally, where 
it is a question of two shafts that form a certain angle with 
each otll�r, one of the cone wheels may be provided with 
this dutch. In this case the driving shaft carries a loose 

FIG. 4. 

cogwheel, WhICh is made fast when it is desired to transmit 
motion to the second shaft upon which the other toothed 
wheel is permanently keyed. In the applications of this 
clutch for transmitting low power, it is not necessary, as we 
have said, to connect the maneuvering lever with a fixed 
attachment. For high powers it is preferahle to act through 
the intermedium of a hand wheel mounted upon a screw. 
This auxiliary mechanism gives not only every facility for 
setting a powerful gearing in motion, hut also great security, 
through preventing the apparatus from getting out of gear 
while running. 

Fig. 3 represents an arrangement of this n ature. To the 
_4 right of the coupling there is'a support cast in a piece with 

a strinl! bracket that carries the joint of the maneuvering 
level', B. This latter is provided at its lower extremity with 

FIG. 3 a socket that covers the nut of a screw which is properly 
fixed to the wall. In maneuvering, the stress to be devel
oped is evidently greater in throwing into than out of gear. 
In the first case the hand wheel of the screw is actuated, 

belts, that necessitate a more or less prolonged stoppage of and in the second a'stress is quickly exerted upon the 
the en/!:ine and the entire shafting. On another hand. in handle, A, in the direction shown hy the arrow. The result 
order to dimillish the often ulllucky ()onsf'quences of acci- of this is to make the socket loose on the nut, and to carry 
dents that may possihly occur during the work, it would be the lever simultaneously toward the left so as to effect an 
necessary to stop the motion of the motor at the instant. ungearing. 
This, unfortunat.ely, is something that cannot he done com- An analogous arrangement may likewise be applied for 
pletely, on account of the live fOlce of the fly-wheel. The permItting a gearing behind a w all to be maneuvered. In 
idea has therefore occurred to mechanIcians to muke the general, with a simple transmission of levers, it will always 
shafting ill sections, and to connect thCl'e hy means of fric- be easy to cause the apparatus to act, even when it is not 
tion-clutches. But an apparatus of this kind must be at once I within reach of the wOl'kman.-Revue Industrielle. 

Fil!' .• 1. Fig. 2. 

DOHMEN-LEBLANC'8 FRICTION CLUTClL 
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MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION, AT 
MONTREAL, CANADA, 1884. 

THE fifty-fourth annual meeting of the British Associa
tion took place August 27, 1884, at Montreal. It was at
tended by bout 800 members from England, and there were 
large numbers of visitors from Canada and the United States. 
The AEsociation met in McGill College, which was specially 
prepared for the occasion. The city of Montreal contribut
ed $40,000 toward the entertainment of the Association. 

LORD RAYLEIGH'S ADDRESS. 

It is DO ordinary meeting of the British Association which 
I h ave now the honor of addressing. For more than fift.y 
years the Association has held its autumn gathering in va
rious towns of the United Kingdom, and within those limits 
there is, I suppose, no place of importance which we have 
not visited. And now, not satisfied with past successes, we 
are seeking new worlds to t)onquer. When it was first pro
posed to visit Canada, there were some who viewed the pro
ject with hesitation, For my own part, I never quite un
derstood the grounds of their apprehension. Perhaps they 
feared the thin end of the wedge. When once the principle 
was admitted, there was no knowing to what it might lead. 
So rapid is the development of the British empire, that the 
time might come when a visit at such out-of-the-way places 
as London 01' Manchester could no longer be claimed as a 
right, but only asked for as a concession to the susceptibili
ties of the English. But seriously, whatever objections may 
have at first been felt soon were outweighed by the consider
ation of the magnificent opportunities which your hospital
ity affords of extending the sphere of your influence and of 
becoming acquainted with a part of the Queen's dominion 
which, associated with splendid memories of the past, is ad
vancing daily by leaps and bounels to a position of import
ance such as not long ago was scarcely dreamed of. For 
myself, I am not a stranger to your shores. I remember 
well the impression made upon me, seventeen years ago, by 
the wild rapids of the St. Lawrence and the gloomy gran
deur of the Saguenay. If anything impressed me more, it 
was the kindness with which I was received by yourselves, 
and which, I doubt not, will be again extended. not merely to 
myself but to all the English members of the Association. I 
am confident that those who have made up their minds to 
cross the ocean will not repent their decision, and that, apart 
altogether from scientific interests, great advantage may be 
expected from this visit. We Englishmen ought to know 
more than we do of matters relating to the colonies, and 
anything which tends to bring the various parts of the em
pire into closer contact can hardly be overvalued. It is 
pleasant t o  think that this Association is the means of fur
thering an object. which should be dear t.o the hearts of all 
of us; and I ventUl'e to say that a large proportion of the 
visitors to this country will be astonished by what they see, 
and will carry home an impression which time will 1101 rea
dilyefface. 

To be connected with this meeting is to me a great honor, 
but also a great responsibility. In one respect, especially, 
I feel that the Association might have elone well to choose 
another President. My own tastes have led me to study 
mathematics and physics rather than geology and biology, 
to which natnrally more attention turns in a new country, 
presenting as it does a fresh field for investigation. A chro
nicle of achievements in these departments by woJ'kers from 
among yourselves would have been suitable to the occasion, 
but could not come from me. If you would have preferred 
a,different subject for this address, I hope at least that you 
will not hold me entirely responsible. 

SIR W. SIEMENS. 

At annual gatherings like ours, the pleasure with which 
friends meet friends again is sadly marred by the abilence 
of those who can never more take their part in our pro
ceedings. Last year my predecessor in this office had to la
ment the untimely loss of Spottiswoode and Henry Smith, 
dear friends of many of us, and prominent memhers of our 
Association. Andnow, again, a well-known form is missing. 
For many years Sir W. Siemens has been a regular attend
ant at our meetings, and to few indeed have they been more 
indebted for success. Whatever the occasion, in his Presi
dential Address of two years ago, or in communica
tions to the physical and mechanical sections, he had always 
new and interesting ideas, put forward in language which a 
child could understand, so great a master was he of the art 
of lucid statement in his adopted tongue "Practice with 
science" was his motto. Deeply engaged in industry, and 
conversant all his life with engineering operations, his opi
Ilion was never that of a mere theorist. On the other hand, 
he abhorred rule of thumb, striving always to master tbe 
scientific principles which u nderlie rational design and in
vention. 

It is not necessary that I should review in detail the work 
of Siemens. The part which he took, during r£:'cent. years, 
in the development of the dynamo machine must be known 
to many of you. We owe to him the practical adoption of 
the method, first suggesteel by Wheatstone, of throwing into 
a shunt the coils of the field-magnets, by which a greatly 
improved steadiness of acti.on is obtained. The same char
acteristics are observable throughout-a defiuite object in 
view and a well-directed perseverance in overcoming the 
difficulties by which the path is usually obstructed. 

These are IIldeed the conditions of successful invention. 
The world knows little of such things, and regards the new 
machine or the new method as the immediate outcome of a 
happy ide�. Probably, if the truth were known, we should see 
that, in nine cases out of ten, success depends as much upon 
good jurlgmen t and perseverance as upon fertility of imagina
tion. The laborR of our great inventors are not unappreciated, 
but I doubt whether we aelequately realize the enormous ob
ligations under w bich we lie. It is no e",aggeration to say that 
the life of sllch a man as Siemens is spent in the public serv
ice; the advantages which he reaps for himself being as 
nothing in comparison with those which he confers upon the 
community at large. 

As an example of this it will be sufficient to mention one 
of the most valuahle achievement s of his active life-hi!! in
troduction, in conjunction with his brother, of the regenera
tive gas furnace, by which an immense economy of fuel (es
timated at millions of tons annually) has been effected in the 
manufacture of steel and glass. 

THE REGENERATIVE FURNACE. 

The nature of this economy is easily explained: 
Whatever may be the work to be done by the burning of 

fuel, a certain temperature is necessary. For example, no 
amount of heat in the form o f  boiling water would be of 
any a vail for the fusion of steel. When the products of 
combustion are cool eel down to the point in question, the 
heat which they still contain is useless as regards the purpose 
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in view. 'fhe importance of this cf)nsideration depends en
tirely upon the working temperature. If the object be tlle 
evaporation of water or tile warming of a house, almost all 
the heat may be extracted from the fuel without special ar
rangements. But it is otherwise wllen the temperature re
quired i. not much below that of combustion itself, for then 
tbe escaping gases carry away with tbem the larger part of 
tlle whole hcat developed. It was to meet this difficulty that 
the regenerative furnace was devised. The products of com· 
bustion, bdol'e dismiilsal into the cbimney, are caused to 
pass tllrough piles of loosely stacked fire-brick, to which 
they give up their heat. After a time the fire-briC'k, upon 
which tlle gases first impinge, becomes nearly as hot as the 
furnace itself. By suitable valve» the burnt gase» are tllen 
diverted through anotller stack of brickwork, which they 
heat up in like manner, while the heat stored up in the first 
stack is u t ilized to warm the unburnt gas and air on their 
way to the fU\'llace. In this way almost all the heat de
veloped at a higll temperature during the combustion is 
made available for the work in band. 

As it is now several yellrs since your presidential chair has 
been occupied by a professed physicist, it may naturally be 
expected that I should attempt some record of recent prog· 
ress in that. branch of science, if indeed such a term he ap
plicable. For it is one of the difficulties of the task that 
subjects as distinct as mechanics, electricity, heat, optics, 
and acoustics, to say nothing of astronomy and meteorology, 
are included under physics. Any one of these may well oc
cupy the lifelong attention of a man of science, and to be 
thoroughly conversant with all of them is more than can be 
expected of any one individual, and is probahly incompat
ible with the devotion of much time and energy to the actual 
advancement of knowledge. Not tllat I would compiain of 
the association sanctioned hy common parlance. A sound 
knowledge of at least the principles of general physics is ne
cessary to the cultivation of any department. The predomi
nance of the sense of sight as the medium of communication 
with the outer world brings with it dependeuce upon the 
science of optics; and there is hardly II branch of science in 
which the effects of temperature have not (often without 
much Iluccess) to be reckoned with. Besides, the neglected 
borderland between two branches of knowledge is oftpn that 
which best repays cultivation, or, to use a metaphor of Max
well's, the greatest benefits may he derived from a cross fer
tilization of the sciences. The wealth of material is an evil 
only from tlle point of view of one of whom too much may 
be expected. Another difficulty incident to the task, which 
must be faced, but cannot be overcome, ill that of estimating 
rightly the value, and even the correc\ness, of recent work 
It is not al ways that which seems at first the mo�t important 
that proves in the end to be so. The history of science 
teems with examples of discoveries which attracted little 
notice at the time, but afterward have taken root down
ward and borne much fruit upward. 

PROGRESS OF ELECTRICAL DISCOVERY AND INVENTION. 

One of the most striking advances of recent years is in 
the production and application of electricity upon a large 
scale-a subject to which I have already had occa�ion to 
allude in connection with the work of Sir W. Siemens. 
The dynamo machine is indeed founded upon discoveries 
of Faraday now more than half a century old; but it has re
quired the protracted labors of many inventors to bring it to 
its present high degree of efficiency. Looking back at the 
matter, it seems strange that progress should have been so 
slow. I do not refer to details of design, the elaboration of 
which mus t always, I suppose, require the experience of 
actual work to indicate what parts are structurally weaker 
than they should be, or are exposed tv undue wear and tear. 
But with regard to the mai n features of the problem, it 
would almost seem as if the difficulty lay in want of faith. 
Long ago it was recognized that electricity derived from 
chemical action is (on a large scale) too expensive a source 
of mechanical power, notwithstanding the fact that (as 
proved by Joule in 1846) the conversion of electrical into 
mechanical work can be effected witll great eCOll(lmy. From 
this it is an evident consequence that electricity may be ad
vantageously obtained from mechanical power; and one 
cannot help thinking tllat if tbe fact had been borne steadily 
iu mind, the development of the dynamo might have been 
mucll more rapid. But discoveries and inventions are apt 
to appear obvious when regarded from the standpoint of ac
complished fact; and I draw attention to the matter only to 
point the moral that we do well to push t.he attack persist
ently when we can be sme beforehand that the obstacles to 
be overcome are only difficulties of contrivance, and that we 
are not vainly fighting unawares against a law of nature. 

'fhe present development of electricity on a large scale de
pends, however, almost as much upon the incandescent laml) 
as upon the dynamo. The success of these lamps demands 
a very perfl'ct vacuum-not more than about one-millionth 
of the normal quantity of air should remain-and it is in
tereBting to recall Ih3t,. twenty years ago, such vacua were 
rare even in the laboratory of the physicist. It is pretty safe 
to say that the�e wonderful results would never have been 
accomplished had practical applications alone been in view. 
The way was prepared by an army of scientific men whose 
main object was the advancement of knowledge, and who 
could scarcely have imagined that the processes which they 
elaborated would soon be in use on a commercial scale and 
intrusted to the hands of ordinarv workmen. 

When I speak in bopeful langiiage of practical electricity, 
I do not forget the disappointment within the last year or 
two of many over-sanguine expectations. The enthusiasm 
of the inventor and promoter are necessary to progress, and 
it seems to be almost a law of nature that it should overpass 
the bounds marked out by reason and experience. What is 
most to be regretted is the advantage taken by speculators of 
the often uninstructed interest felt by the public in uovel 
schemes by which its imagination is fired. But looking for
ward to the future of. electric lighting, we have good ground 
for encouragement. Already the lighting of large passen· 
ger-sllips is an assured su{'cess, and one which will be highly 
appreciated by those travelers who have experienced the 
tedium of loog winter evenings unrelieved by adequate 
illumination. Here, no doubt, the conditions are in many 
respects especially favorable. As regards space, life on 
board ship is highly concentrated; wllile unity of manage
ment and the presence on the spot of skilled engineers ob
viate some of the difficulties that are met with under other 
circumstances. At present we have no experience of a 
bouse-to-house system of illumination on a great scale and 
in competition with clleap gas; but preparations are already 
far advanced for trial on fin adequate scaJe in London. In 
large institutions, such as theater» and factories, we all know 
that electricity is in successful lind daily extending opera
tion. 

When the necessary powcr can be obtained from the fall 
of water, instead of from the combustion of coal, t he con-

ditions of tlle problem are far more favorable. Possibly the I be in error by more than a thousandth part. This number 
severity of your winters may prove an obstacle, but it is being known, the silver voltameter givf:'s a ready anel very 
impos�ible to regard your splendid river witiJout the thought llccurate method of measuring currents of intensity varying 
arising lhat tlle day Illay come when the vast powers now from one-tenth of an ampere to four or five alllperes. 
running to waste shall be bent into your service. Such a The beautiful and mysterious phenomena attenrling the 
project demands of course the most careful consideration, discharge of electricity in nearly vacuous spaces have been 
but it is one worthy of an intelligent and enterprising COlll- investigated, and in some degree explained, by De la Rue, 
munity. Crookes, Schuster, Moulton, and the lamented Spottiswoode, 

The requirem�nts, of pract,ic.e react in th� most healthy as well as by various able foreign experimenters. In a 
manner upon SCIentIfic electrICIty. Just aR III former days recent research, Crookes has sought the origin of a bright 
the science received a stimulus from tlle application to tel- citron-colored band in the phosphoreRcent. spectrum of cer
egraphy, under which everything relating to measurement tain earths, and after encountering difficulties and anomalies 
on a small scale acquired an importance and development of a most bewildering kind, has succeeded in proving that it 
for which we might otherwise have had long to wait, so now is due to yttrium, an element much more widely distributed 
the requirements of electric ligllting are giving rise to a new than had been supposed. A ('onclusilln like this is stated in 
development of the art of measurement upon a large scale, a few words, but those oniy who haveundergone similar ex
which cannot fail to prove of scientific as well as practical perience are likely to appreciate the skill and perseverance 
importance. Mere change of scale may not at fir!'t appear of which it is tlle final reward. 
a v�ry i�por�ant m.atte!, but it. is surprising ho� much � re!llarkable ob�ervation by Hall, ?f. Baltimore, from 
modIficatIOn It entaIls III the Illstruments, and III the whICh It appeared that the flow of electnclty in a conduct
processes of measurement. For instance, the resistance ing sheet was disturbed by magnetic force. has been the sub
coils on which the electrician relies in dealing with currents ject of much discussion. Mr. Shelford Bidwell has brougbt 
wllose maximum is a fraction of an ampere fail altogether forward experiments tending to prove tllat the effect is of a 
when it becomes a question of hundreds, not to say thou- secondary ch aract!'r, due ill the first instance to the mechani
sands, of amperes. cal force operating upon the conductor of an electric currellt 

The powerful currents which are now at command con- when situated in a powerful magnetic field. Mr. Bidwell's 
stitute almost a new weapon in the hands of the physicist. view agrees in the main with Mr. Hall's division of the 
Effects which in old days were rare and difficult of observa- metals into two groups according to the direction of tlle 
tion may now he produced at will on tlle most conspicuous effect. 
scale. Consider for a moment Faraday'S great discovery of 
the" Magnetization of Light," which Tyndall likens to the THERMO-DYNAMICS. 

Weisshorn among mountains, as higll, beautiful, and alone. Without doubt the most important achievement of tbe 
This judgment (in which I fully concur) relates to the scien- older generation of scientific men has been the establishment 
tific aspect of the discovery, for to the eye of sense nothing and application of the great laws of thermo-dynamics, or 
could have been more insignificant. It is even pos8ible that as it is often called, the mechanical theory of heat. Th� 
it might have eluded alto�ether the penetration of Faraday, first 111w, which a�serts that heat and mechanical work can 
had he not been provided with a special quality of very be transformed one into the other at a certain fixed rate, is 
heavy glass. At the present day these effects may be pro- now well understood by every student of physics, and the 
duced upon a scale that would have delighted their dis- number expressing the mechanical equivalent of heat re
coverer, a rotation of the plane of polarization through 180· sulting from the experiments of Joule has been confirmed 
being perfectly feasible. With the aid of model'll ap- by the researches of others, and especially of Rowland. 
pliances, Kundt and Rontgen in Germany, and H. Becqllerel But the second law, which practically is even mure import
in France, have detected the rotation in gases and vapors, ant than the first, is only now beginning to receive the full 
where, on account of its extreme smallness, it had previously apprecialion due to it. One reason of this may be found in 
escaped notice. a not unnatural confusion of ideas. Words do not always 

Againl the question of the magnetic saturation of iron has lend themselves readily to the demands that are made 1Ipon 
now an Importance entirely beyond what it possessed at the them hy a growing science, and I think that the almost un
time of Joule's early observations. Then it required special avoidable use of the word equivalent in the statement of the 
arrangements purposely contrived to bring it into pl'Omi- first law is partly responsihle for the little attention that is 
nence. Now In every dynamo machine, the iron of the given to the second. For the second law so far contradicts 
field-magnets approaches a state of saturation. and the very the usual statement of the first, as to assert that equivalents 
elements of an explanation of the action require us to take of heat and work are not of equal value. While work can 
the fact into account. It is indeerl probable that a better always be converted into heat, beat can only be converted 
knowledge of this subject might lead to improvements in into work under certain limitations. For every practical 
the design of these machines. purpose the work is worth the most, and when we speak of 

Notwithstanding the important work of Rowland and equivalerits, we use the word in the same Bort of special 
Stcletow, the whole theory of the behavior of soft iron sense as that in whicll chemists speak of equivalents of gold 
under varying magnetic conditions is still somewhat obscure. and iron. The second law teaclles us that the real value of 
Much may be hoped from the induction balance of Hughes, heat, as a source of mechanical power, depends upon the 
by which the marvelous powers of tbe teleptlOne are applied temperature of the body in which it resides; the hotter the 
10 the discrimination of the properties of metals, as regards body in relation to its surroundings, the more available the 
magnetism and electric conductivity. heat. 

The introrluction of powerful alternate·current in ma- In order to see the relations which obtain between the 
chines by Siemens, Gordon, Ferranti, and others, is likely iirstand the second law of thermo-dynamics, it is only nc
also to have a salutary effect in edncating those so-called cessary for us to glance at the theory of the steam-engine. 
practical electricians whose ideas do not easily Ti�e above Not many years ago calculations were plentiful demonstrat
ohms and volts. It has long been known that when the ing the inefficiency of the steam-engine on the basis of a 
changes are s ufficiently rapid, the phenomenll. are governed comparison of the work actually got out of the engine with 
much more by the induction, or electric inertia. than by mp,re the mecbanical equivalent of the lIeat supplied to the boiler. 
resistance. On this principle much may be explained that Such calculations took into account only the first law of 
would otherwise seem paradoxical. To take a comparative- thermo-dynamiCS, whicb deals with the equivalents of heat 
ly simple case, conceive an electro-magnet wound with two and work, and have very little bearing upon tlle practical 
contiguous wires, upon which acts a given rapidly periodic question of efficiency, which requires us to have regard also 
electromotive force. If one wire only be uRed, a certain to the second law. Accordillg to that law, the fraction of 
amount of heat is developed in the circuit. Suppose now the total energy wbich can be convertrd into work depends 
that the second wire is brought into operation in parallel- upon the relative temperatures of the boiler and condenser; 
a proceeding equivalent to doubling the section of the origi.. and it is therefore manifest that, as the temperature (If the 
nal wire. An electrician accustomed only to constant cur- boiler cannot be raised indefinitely, it is impossible to utilize 
rents would be sure to think that the heating effect would all the energy which, according to the first law of thermo
be doubled by the change, as much heat being developed in dynamics, is resident in the coal. 
each wire separately as was at first in the single wire. But On a sounder view of the matter, the efficiency of the 
sucll a conclusion would he entirely erroneous. The total steam-engine is found to be so higll that there is no great 
current, being governed practically by the self induction of margin remaining for improvement. The higher initial 
the circuit, would not be augmented by the accession of the temperature possible in the gas-engine opens out much widel' 
second wire, and the total heating effect, so far from being possibilities, and many good judges look forward to a time 
doubled, would, in virtue of t he superior conductivity, be ,,:hen the steam-engine will have to give way to its younger 
halved. nval. 

During the last few years much interest has been felt in To return to the theoretical question, we may say with Sir 
the reduction to an absolute standard of measurements of W. rfhomson that, though energy cannot be destroyed, it  
electromotive force, current, resistance, etc. , aml t o  this end ever tends t o  be dissipated, or to pass from more available 
many laborious investigations have been undertaken. The to less available forms. No one who has grasped this prin
subject is one that has engagerl a good deal of my own at- ciple can fail to recognize its immense importance in the 
tention, and I should naturally have felt inclined to dilate system of the universe. Every cllange-chemical, thermal, 
upon it, but that I feel it to be too abstruse and special to be or mechanical-which takes place, or can take place, in 
dealt with in detail upon an occasion likp, tlle present. As nature does so at the cost of a certain amount of available 
regards resistance, I will merely remind you that the recent energy. If. therefore, we wish to inquire whether or not a 
determinations have shown a RO greatly improved agreement proposed transFormation can take place. the question to be 
that tlle Conference of Electricians a�sembled at Paris in considered is whether its occurrence would involve dissipa
May have felt themsel ves justified in defining the ohm for tion of energy. If not, thc transformation is � under the cir
practical use as the resistance of a column of mercury of 0° cumstances of tlle case) absolutely excluded. Some veal'S 
C., one square m illimeter in section, and 106 cm. in length ago, in a lecture at the Royal Institution, I endeavored to 
-a definition differing by a little more than 1 per cent. draw the attention of chemists to the importance of the 
from that arriveo. at twenty years ago by a committee of this principle of dissipation in relation to their science, pointing 
Association. out the error ofthe usual assumption that a general critelion 

A standard of resistance once det-ermined upon can be em- is to be found in respect of the development of heat. For 
bodied in a "resistance coil," and copied without much example, tlle solution of a salt in water is, if I may be al
trouble, and with great accuracy. But in order to complete lowed the phrase, a downhill transformation. It involves 
the electrical system, a second standard of some kind is dissipation of energy, and can therefore go forward; but in 
necessary, and this is not so easily embodied in a permanent many casps it is- associated with the absorption rather than 
form. It might conveniently consist of a stanrlard galvanic wilh the development of heat. I am glad to take advantage 
cell. capable of being prepared in a definit'e mmmer. whose of the present opportunity- in order to repeat my recom
electromotive force is once for all determined. Unfortu- mendation, with an emphaSIS justified by actual achievement. 
nately, most of the batteries in ordinary use are for one The foundations laid by Thomson now bear an edifice of no 
reason or another unsuitable for this purpose, but the mean proportions. thanks to the labors of several physicists, 
cell introduced by Mr. Latimer Clark. in which the metals among whom must be especially mentioned Willard, Gibbs, 
are zinc in contact with saturated zinc sulphate and pure and Helmholtz. Tile former has elaborated a theory of the 
mercury in contact witll mercurous sulphate, appears to give equilibrium of hetero,!\'eneous substances, wide in its princi
satisfactory results. According to my measurements, the ples, and we cannot doubt far-reaching in its consequences. 
electromotive force of this cell is 1'435 theoretical volts. In a series of masterly papers Helmholtz has developed the 

We may also conveniently express the second absolute. conception of free energy with very important applications 
electrical measurement necessary to the completion of the I to the theory of the galvanic cell. He points out t.hat tlle 
system by taking advalltage of Faraday's law that tlle 

I 
mere tendency to solution bf'ars in slime cases no small pro

quantity of metal decomposed in an electrolytic cell is pro- _ portion to the affinities more usually reckoned chemical, alld 
p�rtional to the whole quantity of electricity that passes. contributes largely to the total plectromotive force. Also in 
The best metal for the purpose is Rilver, deposited from it O\ll' own country Dr. Alder Wright has pubJislied some 
solution of the nitrate or of the chlorate. The results recent- valuable experiments relating to the subject. 
ly obtained by Prof. Koh1rnusch and by myself are in very From the further study of electrolysis we may expect to 
good agreement, and the conclusion that one ampere flowing gain improved views as to the nature of tlle chemical reac
for one hour decomposes 4 025 grains of silver, can hardly tions, and of the forces concerned in brillging them about. 
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I am not qualified-I wish I wel'e--to speak to you on re
cent progress in  general chemistry. Perhaps my feelings 
I owaI'd a first love may blind me, but I cannot belp thinkiug 
that tbe next great advance, of wbicb we bave already some 
foreshadowing, will come on this side. And if I m ight wilb
out presumption venture a word of recom mendation, it 
would be in favor of a more minute study of t.be simpler 
cbemical pbenomena. 

disk should be scarcely d imi nisheri by pumping out the gas, scribed a machine, constructed by him, for ruling large 
so as to form a partial vacuum. Experiment fully confirmed diffraction gratings, similar in some respects to tbat of Row
this theoretical anticipation-one of tbe most remarkable to land. 
be found in the whole history of science-and proved that The great optical constant, the velocity of light, Ims been 
tbe swingillg disk was retarded by the gas, as mucb when the subject of three distinct investigations by Corn u , 
tbe barometer stood at half an inch as wben it Btood at Michelson, and Forbes. As may be supposed, the matter is 
thirty i n cbes. It was obvious, of  course, that the law must of no ordinary difficulty, and it  i s  therefore not surpriRing 
have a limit, tbat at a certain point of  exhaustion the gas tbat the agreement should be less decided than could be 
must begin to lose its power; and I remember discussing wiRbed. From tbeir observations, which were made by a 

PROPULSION OF SHIPS. with Maxwell, soon after the publication of bi� cxperiments, modification of Fizeau's method of the toothed wheel, 
Under the head of scientific mechanics it is principal ly in the wbereabouts of tbe point at wbich tbe gas would cease Young and Forbes drew the conctusion tbat tbe velocity of 

relation to fluid motion that advances may be looked for. to produce its ordinary effect. His apparatus, however, ligbt in vacuo varies from color to color, to �uch an extent 
In speaking upon this subject I mw,t limit myself almost was quite unsuited for bigh degrees of exbaustion, alld tbe that tbe velocity of blue Iigbt is nearly 2 pel' cent. greater 
en tirely to experimental work. Theoretical hydrodynamics, failure of the l aw was first observed by Kundt and War- than that of red light. Such a variation is quite opposed 
however important and interesting to tbe matbematician, burg, at pressures below 1 mm. of mercury. Subsequently to existing theoretical notions, and could only be accepted 
are eminently unsuited to oral exposition. All I can do to the matter has been thorougbly examined by Crookes, wbo on tbe strollgest evidence. Mr. Michelson, whose method 
attenuate an i njustice, to whicb theorists are pretty well ac- extended his observations ttl the highest degrees of exbaus· (tbat of Foucault) is well suiled to bring into prominence a 
customed, is to refer you to the admirable reports of Mr. t ion as measured by MacLeod's gauge. Perhaps the m08t re- variation of velocity with wave-length, informs me that he 
Hicks, published under tbe auspices of tbis Association. markahle results relate to hydrogen. From the atmospheric has recently repeated his experiments with special reference 

Tbe important and higbly practical work of the late MI'. pressure of 760 mm. down to about % mm. of mercury the t he point i n  question, and has arrived at the eonclusion 
Froude ill relation to the propulsion of ships is doubtless Viscosity is sensibly constant. From this point to tbe higb- no variation exists comparable with tbat asserted by 
known to most of you. Recognizing the fallacy of views est vacua, in  which less than one-milliont.b of the original and Forbes. The actual velocity differs little from 
tben widely beld as to the nature of tbe resistance to be gas remains, tbe coefficient of viscosity drops down gradual- from its first series of experiments, and may be 
overcome, he sbowed to demonstration tbat, in tbe case of ly to a small fraction of its original value. In these vacua to be 299,800 km. per second. 
fair-shaped bodies, we have to deal almost entirely with re- MI'. Crookes regards tbe gas ae baving assumed a diffprent, It is remarkable how many of the playthi n gs of our cbild-
sistance dependent upon skin friction, and at high speeds ultra-gaseous condition ; but we must remember that the give rise to questions of the deepest scientific i n terest. 
upon the generation of surface-waves by which energy is phenomena have relation to the other circumstances of the Tbe top is or may be understood, but a complete compre
carried off. At speeds which are moderate in relation to case, especially the dimensions of tue vessel, as well as to hension of the kite and of the soap bubble would carry us 
the s ize of the ship, the resistance is practically dependent tbe condition of tbe gas. far beyond our present stage of knowledge. In spite of the 
upon skin friction only. Although Prof. Stokes and other Such an acbievement as the prediction of Maxwell 's law of admirable investi�ations of Plateau, it still remains a myste
matuematicians had previously published calculations point- viscosity bas, of course, drawn increased attention to the ry why soapy waleI' :;tands almost alone among fluids as 
ing to tbe same conclusion, there can be no doubt tbat the dynamical theory of gases. The succeRS which has attended a m aterial for bubbles. The beautiful development of color 
view generally entertained was very d ifferent. At the first tbe theory i n  tbe hand� of Clausius, Max well, Boltzmann ,  was long ago ascribed to the interference of Jigut, called into 
meeting of the Association which I ever attended, as an iu- and other matbelI'aticians, n o t  only i n  relation to viscosity ,  play by the gradually thin n in g  of tbe film. In accordance 
telligent listener, at Bath i n  1864, I well remember tbe sur- but over a large part of the entire field of our knowledge of witb I h is view tbe tint is determined solely by tbe thickn�ss 
plise whicb greeted It statement by Rankine that he regard- : gases, proves that some of its fundamental postulates are in of tbe  film anu the refractive index of the fluid. Some of 
ed skin friction as tbe only legitimate resistance to tbe pro- barmony with tbe reality of nature. At the same t ime it  the phenomena are, however, so curious as to have led ex
gress of a well-designed ship. Mr. Froude's experiments presents serious difficulties ; a n d  we cannot but feel that, cellent observers like Brewster to reject the tbeory of thin 
have set the question at  rest in a manner satisfactory to tbose wbile the electrical and optical propprties of gases remain plates, and to aSFUme the secretion of various kinds of 
who had little confidence in theoretical previsivn. out of relation to the theory, n o  tinal judgment is possible. colming mattpr. If the rim of a w i ne glass be dipped i n  

In speakin g  o f  a n  explanation a s  satisfactory i n  which The growth o f  experim<lntal knowledge may b e  trusted to soapy water. and then held i n  a vertical position, horizontal 
skin friction is accepted as the cause of resistance, I m ust clear up many dou btful points, and a youngpr generation of bands soon hegin to show at the top of the film, and extend 
guard myself against being supposed to mean that tbe ua- theorists will bring to bear i mproved mathematical weapons. themselves gradually downward. According to Brewster, 
ture of skin friction is itself well understood. Altbougb its : In the mean time we may fairly congratulate ourselves on these bands are not formed by the " subsidence and gradual 
magnitude varies with thp smootbneBs of tbe surface, we 1 tbe possession of a guide which has already conducted us to tbinning of the film," because they maintain their horizontal 
have no reason to tbiok that it would disappear at any de- I a position which could hardly otherwise have been attained. position when the glass is t urned round its axis. Tbe ex-
gree of smoothness consistent witb an ultimate molecular INTERESTING OPTICAL RESEARCHES. 

periment is both easy and interesting; but the conclusil)n 
structure. That it is connected with fluid viscosity is evi- drawn from it cannot be accepted. The fact is that the va-
dent enougb, but tbe modus operandi is still obscure. In optics attention has naturally centered upon tbe spec- rious parts of the film cannot quickly alter their thickneios, 

Some i mportant work bearing upon tbe subject has re- trum. Tbe mystery attaching to the invisible rays lying and hence when the glass is rotated tlipy rearrange tbem
cently been published by Prof. O. Reynolds, who has inves- beyond the red has been fathomed to an extent that, a few selves in  order of  superficial density, the thinner parts float
tigated the flow of water in tubes as dependent u pon the ! years ago, would have seemed aimost impossible. By the i!lg up over or through the thicker parts. Only thus Cftn 
velocity of motion and upon the size of the hore. The laws use of special p hotographic methods Abney has mapped out the tendency be satisfied for the center of gravity to as,ume 
of motion in capillary l ubes, discovered experimentally by the peculiarities of tbis region with sueh success that our the lowest possible position. 
Poiseuille, are in complete harmony with theory. Tbe re- knowled{!.:e of it begins to be comparable w ith that of  the When the thickness of a film falls below a small fraction 
sistance varies as the velocity. and depends in a direct man- parts viSIble to the eye. Equally important work has been of the lenglh of a wave of light, the color disappears alld is 
ner upon t he constant of viscosity. But when we come to I done by Langley, usi ng- a refined invention of his own based replaced by an in tense blackneHs. Profs. Reinold and Ruckel' 
the larger pipes and higber velocities with which engineers I upon the principle of Siemens' pyrometer. This instrument have recently made the remarkable observation that tbe 
usually have to deal, the theory wbich presupposes a regu- ! measures the actual energy of tbe radiation, nnd thus ex- whole of the black region, soon after its fOimation, is of 
larly stratified motion evidently ceases to be applicable, and presses tbe effects of various parts of the spectrum upon a uniform thickness, the passage from the black to the colored 
l,he problem becomes essentially idel l tical with thftt of skin common scale, independent of the properties of the eye and portions being- exceedingly abrupt. By two inderendent 
friction in relation to ship propulsion. Prof. Reynolds bas of sensitive photograpbil: preparations. Int eresting results methods they have determined the thickness of the black film 
traced with much success the passage from tbe one state of have also been obtained by Becquerel, whose method is to lie between seven and fourteen millionths of a millimeter;  
things to the other, and has proved .the applicability under founded upon a curious action of the nltra red rays i n  en- so that the thinnest films cones ponds to about one-seven
these complicated conditions of the general laws of dyna- feebling the light emitted by phosphorescent suhstanceR. tieth of a wave-length of l ight. The importance of these 
mical similarity a� adapted to viscous fluids by Prof. Slokes. One of the most stfLrtlillg of Langley's conclusions relates to results in regard to molecular theory is too obvious to be in
In spite of tbe difficulties which beset both tbe theoretical the influence of the atmosphere in mouifying tbe quality of  sisted upon. 
and experimental treat ment, we may hope to attain before solar l igbt. By the comparison of 0 bservations made thrOU!l'h ACOUSTICS. 
long to a better understandin g  of a subject which is cerl ain- varying tbicknes�es of air, he shows that the atmospheric ab- I ly second to none ill scientific as well as practical i n terest. sorption tells most upon Ihe ligbt of high refrangibility ; so The beaut ful inventions of the telephone and the phono

that to an eye situateri outside the atmosphere the sun would graph, allhough in the main dependent upon principles long 
present an decidedlybluish tint. It would be interesting to since established, have im parted a new interest to the study 
compare tbe experimental numbers with the law of scatter- of acouslics. The former, apart from its uses in every-day 
ing of light by small particles given some Yf'ars ago as the li fe, has become in the hands of its i n ventor Graham Bel l,  
result of theory. The demon stration by Langley of tbe ill- and of Hughes an i nstrument of first class scientific i mpor
adequacy of Cauchy's law of dispersion to represent Ihe reo tance. The t heory of its action is still in some respects ob-

V ISCOSITY OF FLUIDS AND GASES. 

As also closely eonnected with the mechanics of viscous 
fluids, I must not forget to mention an i mportant series of 
experiments upon the friction of oiled surfaces, recently ex
ecuted by Mr. Tower for tbe Institution of Mechanical En
gineers. The results go far toward u psetting some ideas 
hitberto widely admitted. When tbe lubrication is adequate, 
the friction is found to be nearly independent of the load, 
and much smaller tban is usually supposed, giving a co
efficient as low as 1 / 1000. When the layer of oil is well 
formed, the pressure between the solid surfaces i s  really 
borne by the fluid, and the work lost is spent in shearing, 
tbat is, in causing one stratum of the oil to glide over an
other. 

In order to maintain its position, the fluid must possess a 
certain degree of viscosity, proportionate to the pressure ; 
and even when this condition is sati,fied, it would appear 
to be necessary that the layer should be tbicker on the ingo
ing than on tbe outgoing side. We may, I believe, expect 
from Prof. Stokes a further elucidation of the processes i n 
volved. I n  the  mean time, it  is obvious that the results al· 
ready obtained are of the utmost value, and ful ly jllstify the 
action of the Institutiou in devoting a part of ItS resources 
to experimental work. We may hope i ndeed that tbe ex
ample thus wisely set may be followed by other publ i c  
bodies associated w i t b  various departments of industry. 

I can do little more than refer to the interesting observa
tions of Prof. Darwin, Mr. Hunt, and M. Forel Oil ripple
mark. The processes concerned would seem to be of a 
ratber intricate character, and l argely dependent upon fluid 
viscosity. It may be noted indeed that most of the still ob
scure pbenomena of hydro-dynamics require for their eluci
dation a better comprehension of the laws of viscous motion. 
The subject is one whicb offers peculiar difficulties. In 
some problems in which I bave lately been interested , a cir
culating motion presents itself of tbe kind which the matbe
matician excludes from the first when he is treating of fluids 
destitute altogether of viscosity. The intensity of this mo, 
tion proves, however, to be independent of the coefficient of 
viscosity, so that it cannot be correctly dismissed from con
sideration as a consequence of a supposition tbat the viscosi
ty is infinitely small. Tbe apparent breach of continuity 
can be explained, but it sbows bow mucb care is n eedful in 
dealing with the subject, and how easy it is  to fall into 
elTor. 

The n ature of gaseous viscosity, as due to the diffusion of 
momentum, has been made clear by the theoretical and ex
perimental researches of Maxwell.  A flat disk moving in its 
own plane between two parallel solid surfaces is impeded hy 
the necessity of shearing the intervenin g  layers of gas, 
and the magnitude of tbe binderance is proportional to 
tbe vel0city of tbe motion and to the viscosity of the gas, .0 
that under similar circumstances this effect may be taken as 
a measure or rather definition of the visco.'lity. From tbe 
dynamical theory of gases, to the development. of whicb he 
contri huted so much, Maxwell d rew the startling conclusion 
t bat the viscosity of a gas should be independent of its dens· 
ity-that with i n  wide limits the resistance to the moving 

I t· f 'b' . d l b ' h I seure, as is shown by the comparative failure of the many , a IOn between re rangI IlIty an W[l.ve- ellgt 111 t e ower attempts to improve it. In connection with some explana-part of the spectrum must have an important bearing upon tions that have heen offered, we do well to remember that optical theorv. I I h . I'd . d'bl . h Tbe i nvesiiO'ation 01 the relation of the visible and ultra- mo ecu ar c anges In so I �asses are lUau 1 e m t em-
violet spectnll� to various forms of matter bas occupied the sel�es, and can only be man.lfested to our ears by the gelle· 
attention of a host of . able workers, among wllOm none ratlO.n of a to-and-!ro motIOn of the external surfa<;e ex
have bee. more successful tban my colleagues at Camhridge, ten?1I1g ov.er a senslbl� area. If the surfa?e of . a solid. re
Profs. Liveillg and Dewar. The subject is  tM large both ma!ns llU�lstu�hed, our ears can tell us n othlDg of what goes 
for tbe occasion and for the individual, and I )lIust pass it  on 10 the IUt�T1or. . . • . , . 
by. But, as more e10sely rplated to optics proper, I cannot �n theoretICal acoustICs pl Ogre,� has been steadII) malU
resist recal ling to your notice a beautiful application of tbe ta��ed, and many phell?mena w�llch were obscure twenty or 
idea of Doppler to tbe discrimination of the origin of certain tllllty y�at S ago llave SlUce recen:ed adequ�te explanatIOn. 
l i nes observed in tbe solar spectl'llm. If a vibrating bouy If some. Important practICal queslIons rem�lO un�olved, one 
have a general motion of approach or recession, the waves reason IS t11a� thp-x bave no� yet ?een defi�I�ely.s "a':.

ed. Al
emitted from it reach the observer witb a frequency whieb most everythmg 111 c?nne�tIOn 'Ylth the. ol �lI'n.l Y  u,� of .our 
i n  tbe first case exceeds, and i n  the second case falls sbort of �eI1ses presents. peculIar. olffic�lt les to sCIentlfi� IU vestlgat.lOn. 
tbe real frequency of the vibrations themselves. The �on- S?me klUds of IUforman.on With regard to t1�el !' surroundl �gs 
sequence is that, if a glowing gas'be in motion in the l ine ate .o� sucb ,Paramount Importanpe to SUCCI �sIve gen�Iat.lOn 
of sight, the spectral lines are tbereby displaced from the o.f hVIn

,
g !JeIngs, that they �Hve le�rned to !nterpret mdlCa

position that they would occupy were the gas at rest-a tIOns "hICh, from a phySICal P01l1t of VI�W, Hre of. the 
. .  . .  . . slenderpst cltaracter. Every day we are m the hab1l of prlOClple w�lCh, 10 the hands o! Hu�glU� a,nd others, has led

. recog-ni7ling, without much difficlilty, the quarter from which t? a determlUatlOn of tbe motIOn of CeIt!lI� fixe� stars r.ela- I a sound proceeds bnt bv what s leps we !tllin that end has tlvely to the solar system. But the �um IS I tself 10 rotatIOn, . ' ... . n 

and thus the position of a solar spectral lille is sl ightly dif- not yet been 
.
satisfact.ollly ex�lnllJed. It has been ]l�o�ed thnt 

ferent, according as the light comes from the advancing or when propel precautIOns are t<iken. we are u nab.le dlstmglllsli 
from the retreatin!l' limo. 'The displacement was, I believe, whe�her a. pUi e tone (as from a Vlbl atlllg t�1Umg-fOi k lleld 
first observed by Thollon ; bllt what I desire now to draw at- ove! a sllltaJ;lle, resonator) comes to us from m front or from 
tention to is the application of it by Cornu to determine be�lD.d . . ThIS. IS. what mIght have been I'xpected from H n  a 
whether a line is of. solar or atmospheric origin Fo thO Fun'1- po�"t ot vIew ; but what would.n ot hnve been expected 

. . . r . IS IS that WIth almost any other SOl't of sound, from a cl ap of purpose a small Image of the sun .IS thrown upon the .slIt of tbe hands to the clearest vowel sound, tbe discrimination is tbe spec�roscope, and caused to vltn:ate two O!' tbree t.lInes a not onlv possible hut easy and instinct've In t l  <e c· ses second, 1ll such a manner that the h�ht entermg the mstru- . d ' , ' .  I .  lec a 

ment comes alternately from the advancinO' and retreat'  It  oes not appear how �he poSSeSSIO!l of two ears hplps liS, 
. 

U d '  . '"  �ng though there IS some eVIdence that It does ; and even when lll;nb�. n er these CIrcumstances a Ime due to absorp�lOn sounds come to us from the right or left the explnnation of wlthm tbe slln appears to tremble, as the reRult of "hght I . d d' . . . . .  ' . . 
alternately opposite displacements But 'f the se t Qf I h  t I e  I e� y IscflmmatlOn. which I S  then posslhle With pure 

. .  . '. I . . a. e tones l':l oot !;() eHsy as mIght at first appear. We should be absorptIOn be ID the atmosphere: It I s a.�attel of l lldlfference incl ined to think that the soun d  was heard much more loudfrom. wbat part. of .the su� �he l�ght �:H'1glDal ly pro?eed:�, and 
I V with tbe ear that is turned toward than with the ear 1 bat the I!ne mamtams ItS P?AltlOn m spIte of tbe oSClllat.lOn of is turned from it, and that in this way the directioll was the Image upon tbe sllt of t�e spe?tro�cope . . In thIS wny recognized. But if we tr the experiment we find that, at Cornu .was able to make a �hscl'lmlDatlOn 'YhlCh can only any rate witlI notes near the middle of the musical scale, the olherwlse be e�ected by a �Ifficllit companson of appear- difference of loudness is by no mEans so very crreat The ances under varIOUS solar altItudes. I h f h . " . ' 

The instrumental weapon of investigation, the sppctro- ,,:ave- �ngt s o  suc notes are.long enough �n relatlOII to �he 
scope itself, has made important advance>!. On the theo- �ImenslOns of the head .to for�Id the formatIOn �f a�ythmg 
retical side, we have for our guidance t he law that the op- hke

l 
a 

,
sound sbadow 1Il w inch the averted eat mIght be 

MAXWELL. 
tical power in grating� i s  proportional to the total number shel ere d .  
of lines accurately ruled, w ithout regard to the degree of 
closeness, and in prisms that it i s  proportional to the thick· III cOllcluding tbis i mperfect survey of recent progress in  
neSR of glass traversed. The magnificent gratings of Row- physics, I must warn you empbatically that much of great 
land are a new power in tbe hands of the spectroscopist, and im portanee ba, been passed over altogether. I "hould bave 
as triumphs of mechanical art seem to be little sllOrt of per- . I iked to speak to �'o n  of those far-reaching speculatiollR, 
fectian. In our own report for 1882 Mr. Mallock has de- ' especially associated witb tbe name of Maxwell, in wlJich 
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l ight is regarded as a disturbance in an electro-magnetic 
medium. Indeed, at one time I had thought of taking the 
scientific work of Maxwell as the principal theme of this 
address. But, like most men of genius, Maxwell delighted 
in question s too obscure and difficult for hasty treatment, 
and thus much of his work could hardly be considered upon 
such an occasion as the present. His biography has recently 
been pUblished, and should btl read by all who are interested 
in science Hnd in scientific men. His many-sided chamcter, 
the quaintness of his humor, the penetration of his intellect, 
his simple hut deep religious feeling, the affection between 
son and father, the devotion of husband to w i fe, all combine 
to form a rare and fascinating picture. To estimate rightly 
his influence upon the present state of science we must re
gard not only the work that he executed himself, important 
as that was, but also the ideas and the spirit which be com
municated to otbers. Speaking for mysel f as one who in a 
special sense entered into his labors, I should find it difficult 
to express adequately my feeling of obligation. The impress 
of his tboughts may be recognized in much of the hest work 
of the present time. As n. teacher an d examiner he was well 
acquain ted with the almost universal tendency of unin
structed minds to elevate phrases above things ; to refer, for 
example, to the principle of the conservation of ellergy for 
an explanation of the persistent rotation of a fly-wheel, al
most in the style of tbe noctor i n  " Le Malade Imaginaire," 
who explains the fact that opium sends you to sleep by its 
soporific virtue. Maxwell's endeavor was always to keep the 
facts in the foreground, and to his influence, in conjunction 
with that of Thomson and Helmholtz, is largely nue that 
elimination of unnecessary hypot hesis which is one of the 
distinguishing chamcteristics of the science of the present 
day. 

SCIENCE AND EDUCATION. 

In speaking unfavorably of superfluous hypothesis, let 
me not be m isunderstood. Science is nothing without 
generalizations. Detached and ill-assorted facts are only raw 
material, and in the absence of a theoretical solvent have 
but little nutritive value. At the present time and in some 
departments the accumulation of material ii! so mpid that 
there is danger of indigestion. By a fiction as remarkable 
as any to be found in law, what bas once been puhlished, 
even though it be in the Russian language, is usually spoken 
of as " known," and it isoften forgotten that the reniscovery 
in the library may be a more difficult and uncertain process 
than the first discovery in the laboratory. In this matter we 
are greatly dependent upon annual reports and abstracts, 
issued prmcipally in Germany, w ithout which the search 
for the discoveries of a little-known author would be well
nigh hopeless. Much useful work has been done in this 
direction in connection with our Association. Such critical 
reports as those upon hydrodynamics, upon tides, and upon 
spectroscopy, guide the investigator to the points most re
quiring atten tion, and in discussing past achievements con
tribute in no small degree to future progress. But, though 
good work has been done, much yet remains to do. 

If, as is sometimes supposed, science consisted in nothing 
but the laborious accumulation of facts, it would soon come 
to a standstill, crushed, as it were, under its own weight. 
The suggestion of a new idea, or the detection of a law, 
supersedes much that had previously been a burden upon the 
memory, an d by introducing order and coherence facilitates 
the retention of the remainder in an available form. Those 
who are acquainted with the w ritings of the older electrician s 
will understaml my meaning w hen I instance the discovery 
of Ohm's jaw as a step by w hich the science was rendered 
easier to underRtand amI to rememher. Two processes are 
thus at work side by side-the reception of new material and 
the digestion alln assimilation of the old ; and as both are 
essential, we may spare ourselves the discussion of their 
relative importance. One remark, however, should be made. 
The work which deserves, but I am afraid does not always 
receive, the most credit is that in which discovery and ex
planation go hand in hand, i n  which not only are new facts 
presented, but their relation to old ones is pomted out. 

In making one's self acquainted with what has been done 
in any subject, it is good policy to consult first the writers 
of highest general reputation. Although in scientific mat
ters we should aim at independent judgment, and not rely 
too much upon authority, it remains true that a good deal 
must often be taken upon trust. Occasionally an obeerva
tilln is so sim pIe and easily repeated, that it scarcely matters 
from whom it proceeds j but as a rule it can hardly carry 
full weight when put forward by a novice w hose care and 
judgment there has been n o  opportunity of testin�, ann 
whose irresponsibility may tempt him to " take shots, ' as it 
is called. Those who ha ve had experience in accurate work 
know how easy it would be to save time and trouble by 
omitting precautions and passillg over discrepancies, and 
yet, even without dishonest i n tention, to convey the i m
pre�sion of conscientious attention to details. Although the 
most careful and experienced cannot hope to escape occa
sional mistakes, the effective v alue of th is kind of work de
pends much upon the reputation of the individual responsible 
for it. 

In estimating the present position and prospects of experi
men tal science, there is goon ground for encouragement. 
The multiplication of labomtories gives to tbe younger 
generation opportunities such as have never existed before, 
and which excite the envy of those who have had to learn 
in mitldle life much that now forms part of an undergraduate 
course. As to the management of such institutions, there is 
room for a healthy difference of opinion. For many kinds of 
o riginal work, especially in connection with accurate 
measurement, there is need of expensive apparatus ; and it 
is often difficult to persuade a studen t to do his best with 
imperfect appliances when he knows that by other means a 
better result could be attained with greater facility. N ever
theless it seems to me important to discourage too great re
liance upon the instrument-maker. Much of the best original 
work has been done with the homeliest appliances j and the 
endeavor to turn to the best account the means that may be 
at hand develops ingenuity and resource more than tlte 
most elaborate determinatioll s  with ready-made instruments. 
There is danger otherwise that the experimental education 
of a plodding student ehould be too mechanical and artificial, 
so that he is puzzled by small changes of apparatus much liS 
many schoolboys are puzzled by a transposition of the letters 
in a diagram of Euclid. 

From the general spread of a more scientific education w e  
are warranted i n  expecting important results. Just as 
there are some brilliant l iterary men with an inability, or 
at least a distaste practically amounting to inability, for 
scientific ideas, so there are a few with scientific tastes whose 
imaginations are never touched by merely literary studies. 
To save tbese from intellectual stagnation during several im
port'Lnt years of their lives is something gained; but the 
thoroughgoing advocates of scientific education aim at much 

more. To them it ap pears strange, and almost monstrous, 
that the dead languages should hold the place they do in 
general education ; alld it  can hardly b e  denied that their 
supremacy is th e result of routine rather than of argument. 
I do not myself take up the extreme position. I doubt 
whet.her an exclusively scien tific training would be satisfac
tory ; and where there is plenty of time and a literary apti· 
tude, I can believe that Latin and Greek may make a good 
foundation. But it is useless to discuss the question upon 
the supposition that the majority of be.ys attain either to II 
knowledge of the languages or to an appreciation of the 
writings of the ancient authors. The contrary is notoriously 
the truth ; and the defenders of the existing system usually 
take their stand upon tbe excellence of its discipline. From 
this poi nt of view there is something to be said. The laziest 
boy must exert himself a little in puzzling out a sentence 
with grammar and dictionary, while instruction and super
'vision are easy to organize and not too costly. But when 
the case is stated plainly, few will agree that we can afford 
so entirely to disrell"ard results. In after li fe the intellectual 
energies are IIsually engrossed with business, and no further 
opportunity is found for attacking tbe difficulties which 
hlock the gateways of knowledge. Mathematics, especially. 
if not learned young, are likely to remain unlearned. I will 
not further insist up 011 the educational importance of math
ematics and science, because with respect to them I shall 
probahly be supposed to be prejudiced. But of modern 
languages I am ignorant enough to give value to my nd vo
cacy. I believe that French and German, if propel"ly 
taught, which I admit they rarely are at present, would go 
far to replace Latin and Greek from a discipl inary poillt of 
view, w h ile the actual value of the acquisi tion wOllld, i n  
the majority of cases, b e  incompllrably greater. In half 

devotees. In other departments of human l ife and interest, 
true progress is rather an article of faith than a rational be
lief; hut in science a retrograde movement is, from the na
ture of the case, almost impossible. Increasing knowledge 
brings with it increasing power, and great as are the trl
umphs of the present century, we may well believe that they 
are but a foretaste of what discovery and in vention have yet 
in store for mankind. Encouraged by the thought that our 
labors cannot be thrown awav, let us redouble our efforts in 
the nohle struggle. In the old world and in the new, re
cruits must be enlisted to fill the places of those whose work 
is done. Happy should I be if, through this visit of tbe As
sociation, or by any words of mille, a large measure of the 
yuu thful activity of the West could be drawn iuto this serv
ice. The work may be hard, and the discip'line severe, but 
the interest never fails, and great is the priVIlege of achwve
ment. 

EDUCATED ANli'VIALS EXHIBITED AT PARIS. 
IN all ages the intelligence of animals has been taken ad

van tage of to amuse the public. The learned dogs who play 
dominoes, monkeys who sweep and fence, or who perform 
as riders in spite of themselves, and even canary birds who 
play cards, have long since contributed to the success of 
side-show exhibitions. Such exh i bitions are not w ithout 
i nterest for the observer, and it has seemed to us that it 
would be also of int.erest to represent here the remarkab}e 
exercises of educated animals that the Parisian public has 
had an 0ppOl"tunity of witnessing this winter. At the Bou
levard Circus we L ad the pleasure of seeing a juggler of 
wpndprful address, who performed all his exercises while 
stallding upon a horse running around the ring. This man 

EDUCATED ANIMALS RECENTLY EXHIBITED AT PARIS. 

the time usually devoted without success to the classical 
languages, most boys could acquire a really serviceable 
knowledge of French and German. History and tLe seri
ous study of English literature, now shameful ly neglected, 
would also find a place in such a scheme. 

There is one objection often felt to a modernized education, 
as to which a word may not be without use. Many excellent 
people are afraid of sCIence as tending toward materialism. 
That such apprehensions should exist is not surprising, for 
unfortunately there are writers, speaking in the name of sci
ence, who have set themselves to fo�ler it. It is true that 
among scientific men, as in other classes, crude views are to 
be met with as to the deeper things of natUl"P; but that the 
life-long beliefs of Newton, of Faraday, and of Maxwell are 
inconsistent with the scientific habit of mind is surely a pro. 
position which I need not paUl'e to refute. It would be easy, 
however, to lay too much stress upon the opinions of even 
such distinguished workers as these. Men who devote their 
lives to investigfltion cultivate a love of truth for its own 
sake, and endeavor instinctively to clear up, and not, as is too 
often the object in business and polit.ics. to obscure a difficult 
question. So far the opinion of a scientific worker may have 
a special value ; but I do not think that he has a claim, supe
rior to that of other educated men, to !lssume the attitude 
of a prophet. In his heart he knows that underneath the 
theories that he constructs there lie contmdictions which he 
cannot reconcile. The higber mysteries of being, if penetra
ble at all by human intellect, require other weapons thall 
those of calculation alld experiment . 

Without encroacbing upon groundg appertaining to the 
theologian and phil osopher, the domain of natural science 
is surely broad enough to satisfy the wildest ambition of its 
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had educated some p igeons in a truly extraord inary man
ner. A dozen of these birds having been let loose in the 
middle of the circus, they all began to fly in a group around 
the ring in one direction and the other at the will of their 
master. The juggler held a perch in his hand, and, at a si€(n 
from him, the pigeons came at once to settle thereon, whIle 
he stood upon the galloping horse. At the same representa
tion there was a clown who put some geese through all the 
exercises that are performed by tmined horses, such as 
walking in step, trotting, galloping, lifting the right 0/' the 
left foot, running round the ring in one direction or the 
other, jumping over bars, etc. The same clown put a stag 
through the same maneuvers. This animal jmr.ped through 
three paper-covered hoops, as shown in oUl" engmving. 

At another exhibit ion, given at the Folies Bergeres. a 
black hog dreRsed as a nurse and stallding upon his hind 
legs. trundled over the stage a pig dressed like an infallt. 
A clown picked up the pig, removed its clothes, and amid 
shouts of  laughter from the spectators, caused it to squeal 
terribly. Another hog, at the will of his master, went 
through a ll the evolution s of a horse at liberty, such as 
jumping over bars, etc. Finally, this educated hog was a 
little later on furnished with a sadd le, and, bei llg mounted 
by a mOllkey dressed like II jockey, jumped over bars with 
his rider. 

What wonderful patience and tenacity is necessary on 
the part of the exhibitors of thesp, animals, which,  as a ge
neral thing, are mere fags that passively obey through fear 
of being punished I 

It is in most cases th rough bad treatment that these men 
succeed in compelling the poor beasts to suhmit to exercises 
that scarcely amuse them. 
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